buddy fleet
Bringing data infrastructure to city logistics.

THE PROBLEM

Transportation within the inner city has a signi cant impact
on our local environment, public safety and climate at large

Public safety
Traffic congestion

Climate Impact
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Local Pollution

THE PROBLEM

Meanwhile, in the absence of standards and infrastructure for
sharing, the city lack control in market without regulations

No standards, no sharing

No control

Unregulated market

As there is no incentives for
transparency no standard for data
sharing exist.

Governmental bodies have no or little
control nor monitoring of goods
transportation activities within the
inner city

The market for inner city goods
transportation is more or less
unregulated

While the public transportation system has different traits, actors and market dynamics, Entur can be seen as somewhat of an
inspiration to how a neutral body and data aggregator builds both sustainability and resilience into a transportation eco-system.

THE BARRIER & UNLOCKING MECHANISM

The lack of incentives to share
data is the biggest issue when
trying to address this problem.
Sharing operational data can be
sensitive for competitors if it is
not handled properly.

To overcome this barrier we see three unlocking
mechanisms that need to be in place
1. Returned value - To share data need to return value to
transporter
2. Objective third party - Data needs to be collected and
aggregated by a third party
3. Aggregated data - Data that is shared from the third party
needs to be aggregated in a way that erase the sensitive
nature of the data

Other barriers include the fact that many transporters lack the data to be shared and if they already have the data it is often unstructured and hard
to aggregate. We believe that these are barriers to be solved by the digitalisation of the transport economy and not to be solved by buddy eet
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Unlocking mechanisms

THE SOLUTION

By enabling sharing of data between the transporter and the city we
can make sure that all stakeholders work towards the same goal
Transporter

City

Aggregator
Operational data
Aggregated data
Aggregated data

Contribution
Gain

Operational data

Integrator, data visualizer

Specifying needs &
analysing data

Aggregated insights

Insight on needs from
stakeholders

Better decision making
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The transporters will only see their own data and the aggregated average for other actors.

THE PRODUCT

Data sharing and tools for sustainable transportation systems
Collect, contextualise and
visualise data to improve
regulatory decision making
and give insights back to the
transporter
Operational data points to be
shared with the city
[km travelled]
[drop off location]
[time spent in transit / parked]
[vehicle class vehicle reg#]
[parcel weight]]
[parcel dimension]
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NOTE: The data to be shared will be de ned in
collaboration between all participants.

FOR CITIES

FOR TRANSPORTERS

Analyse & Regulate

Comply & Perform

Understand the transportation ecosystem of your city.
Find out where the bottle necks are and where you need
to intervene to create a better city environment.
This tool allow you to see emissions & vehicle density
broken down on geographical areas of your interest .

Make sure you comply with current regulations and
measure your performance against the competition.
This tool lets the transporters stay compliant and give
them insight on performance benchmarks.

THE BUSINESS MODEL

The product model is divided in to two streams

[License revenue]

buddy fleet

[License revenue]

Transporter tools

City tools

By sharing data the transporters get access to a basic
aggregated insights, additional "premium insights" are
charged as a monthly access fee based on amount of
(vehicles?)
Basic insights: Daily updated dashboard access
Premium insights: Realtime updated dashboard
access, data transfer access.

Access to aggregated insight is given on a monthly license cost
based on the number of vehicles operating in the city.
Basic insights: Daily updated dashboard access
Premium insights: Realtime updated dashboard access, data
transfer access

PILOT GOALS

The pilot project serves three main goals:

1. Establish a collaboration between the city and the
transporters that enables the city to better understand the
current transportation & logistics system and what impact it
has on the city streets.

2. Explore the possibilities for a city to implement and
enforce more accurate (and potentially dynamic)
regulations based on shared data.

3. Enable the transporters to access aggregated transport
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data to benchmark themselves with the competition and
improve e ciency in their own operations.

Long term goal
After a successful pilot the project aims at scaling up the
collaboration to include more transporters in the region
as well as exploring other means of value creation from
the shared data. Unlocking the possibilities of shared
transportation data.

Thank you.

